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01    19" 6-SPOKE WHEEL
Finish: Himalaya Grey/Polished
Wheel size: 7.5Jx19 ET44 
Tire size: 225/40R19 XL
A205 401 3002 7X21

Option for rear axle: 
Wheel size: 8.5Jx19 ET56.5
Tire size: 245/35R19 XL
A205 401 3102 7X21 

02   17" 5-SPOKE WHEEL
Finish: Tremolite metallic/Polished
Wheel size: 7.5Jx17 ET48.5 
Tire size: 225/50R17 MOE
A205 401 0800 7X44

03   18" MULTISPOKE WHEEL
Finish: Matte Black/Polished
Wheel size: 7.5Jx18 ET44
Tire size: 225/45R18 XL MOE
A205 401 0900 7X36

Option for rear axle:
Wheel size: 8.5Jx18 ET56
Tire size: 245/40R18 XL MOE
A205 401 1000 7X36

04   19" AMG TWIN 5-SPOKE WHEEL
Finish: Black/Polished
Wheel size: 7.5Jx19 ET44 
Tire size: 225/40R19 
A205 401 2200 7X23 

Option for rear axle: 
Wheel size: 8.5Jx19 ET52 
Tire size:  245/35R19 
A205 401 2300 7X23   

03 0402



   APPEARANCE   EXTERIOR & INTERIOR
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01  TIRE VALVE STEM CAPS 
 A perfect touch, these chrome-plated tire valve 
stem caps dress up any wheel. They’re available 
in black, silver, blue Laurel, or AMG designs 
(each sold separately in sets of four). 

02  WHEEL LOCKS 
Wheel locks can provide a subtle yet effective 
security touch to your car, helping to protect  
your alloy wheels and tires from theft. One set 
secures four wheels, and includes a coded key.

WHEEL HUB INSERTS  
Add an attractive finishing touch to your wheels with  
these inserts. Various styles are available:

03 Black with chrome Three -Pointed Star

04 Matte Black with chrome Three -Pointed Star

05 Himalaya Grey with chrome Three -Pointed Star

06 Sterling Silver with chrome Three -Pointed Star

07 Classic Star & Laurel design in black

03 0704 05 06



   APPEARANCE   EXTERIOR & INTERIOR
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01  ILLUMINATED STAR 
     Give your C -Class an even more captivating 

presence on the road. As your drive, LED 
technology illuminates the Star in its grille 
with a gentle white glow. 

   
Not available on models equipped with Driver Assistance 
or Luxury Package. 

02   MARQUE PLATES WITH STAR LOGO
    Various styles available.  

Please see index for complete listing.

03  LICENSE PLATE FRAMES 
Choose from several quality stainless steel 
designs in an assortment of durable finishes. 
Design styles include  Mercedes-Benz and 
AMG frames, as well as Slimline frames.

04  EXTERIOR MIRROR HOUSINGS, BLACK 
Gloss Black side mirror covers provide an 
individual, sporty and dynamic look. They’re 
available as a set of two.

  

04



   APPEARANCE   EXTERIOR & INTERIOR

01   ROOF SPOILER 
Aerodynamically designed to highlight the 
sporty lines of the C-Class Sedan, the roof 
spoiler comes primed and ready for painting. 
Polyurethane material is highly durable and 
dimensionally stable for a lasting, precise fit.  
The spoiler attaches easily near the top of the 
rear window, with no additional drilling. 

02     REAR SPOILER
    A subtle, lip-type rear spoiler adds sporty 

punctuation to the sleek shape of the C-Class 
Sedan. It’s also functional, with a wind-tunnel-
developed shape designed to help enhance 
aerodynamic downforce at the rear wheels 
when traveling at higher speeds. Primed and 
ready for painting, the polyurethane spoiler is 
designed for enduring quality and a precise fit 
with no additional drilling for installation.

0201
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DOWNTOWN MOOD
Soft yet sensual: floral, musk  
and summer orchard fruit 
 
NIGHTLIFE MOOD
Warm and woodsy: leather, 
cardamom and pink pepper

FREESIDE MOOD
Welcoming: citrus, fresh flowers, 
tea leaf, cedar and patchouli

SPORTS MOOD
Natural and refreshing: lime tree 
blossom, melon, magnolia, violet

04   BRUSHED ALUMINUM SPORT PEDALS 
Pedal covers in brushed aluminum with grippy rubber studs 
offer stylish visual appeal with satisfying footwork.

03 CABIN ATOMIZER FRAGRANCES
          Four distinctive aromas are available for the 

innovative cabin fragrance atomizer that’s 
optional on the 2015 C-Class. Each comes 
in its own elegant glass vial that’s alluringly 
backlit by LED illumination when placed into  
its receptacle in the glovebox. The intensity of 
the fragrance can be adjusted in three stages. 
Four scent “moods” are each sold separately,  
or you can even create your own fragrance 
with an empty atomizer vial (not pictured).

03 03 04



   ELECTRONICS   NAVIGATION & ENTERTAINMENT

01    CLIP-ON iPAD DOCKING STATION
A clever way for rear passengers  
to enjoy their iPad® on the road,  
each Docking Station clips onto  
the front-seat head-restraint posts. 
Easy to install and remove, it allows 
the iPad to be tilted and rotated  
90° from landscape to portrait 
orientation. Openings at the side 
ensure that your iPad’s connection 
points stay accessible. Up to two 
Docking Stations can be installed  
in the vehicle. 
 
Compatible with iPad generations 2, 3 and 4 only.

02     GARMIN® MAP PILOT
A full-featured navigation option 
teams Garmin’s famed user-friendly 
guidance and accurate map data 
with the standard radio, touchpad 
and 7" screen. Voice control and 
touchpad handwriting recognition 
make it even easier. Garmin’s clear 
color maps offer realistic 3D views 
depicting streets, buildings and 
intersections. Lane guidance and 
supplemental instructions are also 
provided in the instrument cluster.  

Not available with Multimedia Package. 

03     MEDIA INTERFACE CABLE 
Connect your iPod®, iPhone® or other 
device equipped with a micro USB 
connection to a universal interface 
in the console. Once plugged in, 
you can control it via the standard 
multifunction steering wheel and 
audio controls. The interface lets 
you display the song, artist, album 
or playlist on the color screens 
atop the dash or in the instrument 
cluster. Your device’s battery can 
also charge while it’s plugged in.  
 
Item not shown.

0201
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  UTILITY & CARE   CARRIER SYSTEMS

01 BICYCLE RACK 
  Extremely lightweight bicycle racks attach easily 

to the roof rack basic carrier (sold separately). The 
bikes can be mounted to the rack before or after it’s 
fitted to the carrier. The support frame folds down 
when not in use to reduce aerodynamic drag, and 
up to three bicycle racks can be mounted to the 
carrier at one time (up to the roof’s load capacity).  

       Racks are suitable for bikes with a maximum frame 
diameter of 98 mm (circular frame tubes) or 110 x 70 mm 
(oval tubes). Requires distance adapter.

   Distance adapter for bicycle rack (not shown).  
This easily fitted element is required for attaching  
the bicycle racks to the basic carrier bars.

01
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02  ROOF RACK BASIC CARRIER 
 The essential core element of the various 
rooftop accessories, these multifunctional 
aluminum bars feature a sleek new profile 
to cut wind noise and enhance efficiency. 
The bars are easy to install and lockable. 
Precision-engineered to the C-Class body 
design and roof structure, the basic carrier  
offers a versatile, secure foundation for a 
range of   Mercedes-Benz accessories.

03  SKI AND SNOWBOARD RACK, DELUXE 
Carry up to six pairs of skis or up to four 
snowboards by attaching this rack to the 
accessory basic carrier (sold separately).  
A pull -out function allows easier loading and 
unloading without reaching across the roof.

04   SKI AND SNOWBOARD RACK, STANDARD 
Also available is a rack that can carry up to 
four pairs of skis or two snowboards. Its 
pull -out design offers the same security  
and ease of use as the larger version.

02

03

04



Boxes open from both 
sides for convenient  

loading and unloading.

  UTILITY & CARE   CARRIER SYSTEMS

  MERCEDES-BENZ ROOF BOXES
Carry sports equipment or luggage in an roomy, 
aerodynamic roof box designed to complement 
your C -Class. Made of lightweight yet durable 
thermoplastic, each box holds up to 110 lbs1 and 
features a security lock. Boxes open from either 
side, with the lid supported by gas struts.  
(Requires basic carrier, sold separately.) 

01 ROOF BOX 330
Capacity: 11.5 cu ft.  
Color: Titanium metallic. 

02 ROOF BOX 400
Capacity: 14 cu ft.  
Color: Black metallic or Matte Silver.  
Includes handle strip on each side for  
easier opening and closing. 

03 ROOF BOX 450
Capacity: 16 cu ft.  
Color: Black metallic or Matte Silver.  
Includes handle strip on each side for  
easier opening and closing. 

TITANIUM METALLIC

BLACK METALLIC

MATTE SILVER

030201
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04 LUGGAGE SETS FOR MERCEDES-BENZ ROOF BOXES 
  Crafted from durable, water-repellent material, a 

variety luggage sets are available, each one custom-
fitted to match the capacity and configuration of a 
specific size of the Mercedes-Benz roof box.

05  SKI RACK INSERTS FOR  ROOF BOXES
  Precision-tailored to the internal dimensions of the roof 

boxes, the ski rack inserts help secure skis inside the 
box — away from prying eyes and the elements.

    Ski rack insert for medium roof box: 
 Helps secure up to three pairs of skis.2 

    Ski rack insert for large roof box: 
 Helps secure up to five pairs of skis.2 

1 Do not exceed maximum permissible roof load capacity. 
See your Operator’s Manual for more information.

2 Ski capacity may vary due to design and shape of skis. 

04 05



  UTILITY & CARE   CARGO MANAGEMENT

01 COMFORT BOX 
Add to your peace of mind when 
driving with smaller items in the 
trunk of your C -Class. This clever, 
retractable box provides isolated 
storage to help keep items from 
rolling around the trunk, or easily 
folds up and slides out of the way  
to maximize cargo room.

02 COAT HANGER
 A convenient way to transport 

clothing without creasing it, the 
sturdy chromed-metal hanger 
easily attaches to either of the 
front head restraints. 

  
For safety, please remove and stow the  
hanger when the rear seats are occupied.

03 CARGO AREA TRAY  
AND CARGO BOX 
Help protect the trunk carpeting 
from spills and dirt with this large 
tray featuring 2" raised sides. It’s 
form-fitted from durable, easy-to -
clean plastic. Up to two cargo boxes 
(all sold individually) fit in the tray. 
Movable dividers in each box help 
keep tall objects such as grocery  
bags and bottles upright.

02 03
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04  REVERSIBLE CARGO MAT 
This antislip mat pulls double  
duty to protect the trunk 
carpet, with a grippy side 
and a soft fabric side. It’s 
constructed from durable 
100% polyester, and can be 
connected to the available 
load sill protector. 

05  LOAD SILL PROTECTOR 
Help protect the rear bumper 
and load sill from scratches. 
The black protector can be 
connected to the accessory 
cargo area tray or reversible 
cargo mat (each sold separately) 
with hooks and fastener strips.  
It also folds easily for storage.

06 CARGO NET 
   Versatile and convenient, this 

nylon net helps you secure 
objects in the trunk of your 
C -Class. The net attaches easily 
to the tie -downs in the trunk  
using the included carabiners.

05 0604



  UTILITY & CARE   CAR CARE & PROTECTION

01 CAR COVER 
   This UV-resistant three-layer cover helps protect  

the finish of your C -Class from the elements.  
Made from breathable Noah® fabric, it combines  
an excellent fit with durable construction.  
A lock and cable are also available separately.

02  UVS-100™ SUNSHADE
   Help protect your dashboard from sun damage  

while keeping the cabin cooler while the car is 
parked. The durable, folding shade is made of 
reflective fabric laminated to a foam core. 

0201
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03 MUD FLAPS 
   Designed to match the contours of your C-Class, these 

durable formed black plastic mud flaps help protect 
your car’s lower body from loose road debris and salty 
road spray. They’re sold in pairs for the front or rear.

04 ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS
Custom-designed rubber mats help keep your car’s 
carpeting in top condition. Deep channels help trap 
water, mud and melting snow. Easy to clean, they 
come in sets of two for the front or rear footwells,  
and are available in a choice of Black or Silk Beige.

03 04



Item Pg Part number

Car covers

C-Class with grille-mounted Star 26 BQ6 60 0098

C-Class with Luxury Package (hood-mounted Star) 26 BQ6 60 0099

Cargo area tray 24 A205 814 0241

Cargo box 24 A000 814 0041

Cargo net 25 A205 860 0374

Coat hanger 24 A000 814 0132

Comfort box 24 A205 680 0010

Exterior mirror housings, Black 11 A205 811 0400

Garmin® MAP PILOT 16 A205 906 3302

Illuminated Star 10 BQ6 88 0135

iPad Docking Station, clip-on 17 A2188201176

License frames

AMG frame (polished) 11 BQ6 88 0087

AMG frame (polished w/carbon fiber inlay) 11 BQ6 88 0123

Mercedes-Benz frame (polished) 11 BQ6 88 0086

Mercedes-Benz frame (black powder coat) 11 BQ6 88 0088

Mercedes-Benz frame (polished/carbon fiber inlay) 11 BQ6 88 0122

Slimline frame (polished) 11 BQ6 88 0005

Slimline frame (black powder coat) 11 BQ6 88 0007

Slimline frame w/MB etch (polished) 11 BQ6 88 0124

Slimline frame w/MB etch (black powder coat) 11 BQ6 88 0125

Item Pg Part number

All-season floor mats

Front, Black 27 A205 680 2048 9G33

Front, Silk Beige 27 A205 680 2048 8S85

Rear, Black 27 A205 680 9401 9G33

Rear, Silk Beige 27 A205 680 9401 8S85
Alloy wheels 
Wheels are supplied without tires, wheel bolts or wheel hub inserts.

17" 5-spoke wheel 7 A205 401 0800 7X44
18" multispoke wheel 
 Rear-axle option 7 A205 401 0900 7X36 

A205 401 1000 7X36
19" 6-spoke wheel 
 Rear-axle option 6 A205 401 3002 7X21 

A205 401 3102 7X21
19" AMG twin 5-spoke wheel 
 Rear-axle option 7 A205 401 2200 7X23 

A205 401 2300 7X23
Bicycle rack 22 A000 890 0293

Bicycle rack distance adapter 23 A002 990 0399

Cabin atomizer fragrance vials

Empty vial  — 15 ml (0.5 fl oz) 13 A222 899 0188

Downtown Mood  — 15 ml (0.5 fl oz) 13 A000 899 0288

Freeside Mood  — 15 ml (0.5 fl oz) 13 A000 899 0188

Nightlife Mood  — 15 ml (0.5 fl oz) 13 A000 899 0388

Sports Mood  — 15 ml (0.5 fl oz) 13 A000 899 0088

 INDEX   
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Item Pg Part number

Load sill protector 25 A176 680 2100

Luggage sets

Luggage set for Mercedes-Benz Roof Box 330 20 A000 890 0411

Luggage set for Mercedes-Benz Roof Box 400 20 A000 890 0911

Luggage set for Mercedes-Benz Roof Box 450 20 A000 890 0511

Marque plates

Marque plate with Star (polished) 11 BQ6 88 0058

Marque plate with Star (black powder coat) 11 BQ6 88 0059

Media Interface cable 16 A222 8204515

Mercedes-Benz roof boxes

Roof Box 330 (Titanium metallic) 20 A000 840 4362

Roof Box 400 (Black metallic) 20 A000 840 0000

Roof Box 400 (Matte Silver) 20 A000 840 0100

Roof Box 450 (Black metallic) 20 A000 840 0300

Roof Box 450 (Matte Silver) 20 A000 840 0200

Mud flaps

Front set 27 A205 890 0078

Rear set 27 A205 890 0178

Rear spoiler 12 A205 793 0388

Reversible cargo mat 24 A205 680 0206

Roof rack basic carrier 21 A205 890 0093

Roof rack basic carrier storage bag 21 A000 890 0111

Item Pg Part number

Roof spoiler 12 A205 793 0488

Ski & snowboard racks

Deluxe 23 A000 890 0393

Standard 23 A000 890 0493

Sport pedals, brushed aluminum with rubber studs 13 A000 290 0500

Tire valve stem caps

AMG logo 8 BQ6 40 8127

Black w/Star 8 BQ6 40 8126

Silver w/Star 8 BQ6 40 8128

Blue Laurel wreath 8 BQ6 40 8131

UVS -100™ sunshade 26 BQ6 67 0043

Wheel hub inserts

Black with chrome Three-Pointed Star 9 B6 647 0200

Matte Black with chrome Three-Pointed Star 9 A220 400 0125 9283

Himalaya Grey with chrome Three-Pointed Star 9 A220 400 0125 7756

Sterling Silver with chrome Three-Pointed Star 9 B6 647 0206

Classic Star & Laurel design in black 9 B6 647 0201

Wheel locks

Silver 8 B6 647 0155

Black 8 A001 990 1607
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All illustrations and specifications contained in this brochure are based on the 
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offerings may vary from those shown or may be subject to availability delays 
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time, without notice, in colors, materials, equipment, specifications and models. 
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process. Illustrations may include test situations. Some vehicles may be shown 
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Unsecured cargo can become hazardous in a collision. Always secure cargo 
using the floor-mounted tie-downs. Cargo nets and organizers are not intended 
to prevent objects of excessive weight and bulk from sliding or rolling in the 

event of a collision or sudden stop. Always drive with caution when driving with 
cargo. Certain accessories may require professional installation and/or additional 
components to complete the installation in your vehicle. Please consult your 
authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for specific information about automotive 
accessories. Speak with a representative at your local authorized Mercedes-
Benz dealership for current pricing on Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories.

Visit MBUSA.com/accessories for more information. 
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